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In the continuing saga of the bizarre adventures of faithless Texas preacher Jesse Custer, Jesse,

along with his girlfriend Tulip, and their friend Cassidy, the Irish vampire, head west to a party of

Babylonian proportions. Then, Jesse heads for France to rescue Cassidy from the clutches of

religious fanatics. His search leads him into a no-holds-barred battle against the forces of the

mysterious organization known as The Grail. Also told here is the story of how Cassidy became a

vampire in the first place.
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In the second volume gathering the late-1990s comic-book sensation, malevolent former German

special forces soldier Herr Starr, who plans to exploit his God-given supernatural abilities to stage

an overthrow of the Grail, an ancient religious cult that seeks world domination, pursues the title

character, Jesse Custer. Also, some 70 years of backstory for Custerâ€™s sidekick, hard-drinking

Irish vampire Cassidy, are filled in. While Preacherâ€™s original popularity was likely most due to its

taboo-breaking outrageousness, it owes its lasting appeal to Ennisâ€™ keen characterization,

especially the deep and convincing bond between Custer and his pistol-packing girlfriend, Tulip, and

Dillonâ€™s effectively understated artwork. --Gordon Flagg --This text refers to the Hardcover

edition.

"Just about the best thing to come along since comics started finding their way into books."â€”The



Washington Post"Features more blood and blasphemy than any mainstream comic in memory.

Cool."â€”Entertainment Weekly

Like a movie that once you start to watch you can't stop, these books are the same. Pick one up

and before you know it it's hours later and you're reaching for the next one. I learned my lesson, you

can't just buy one. I keep four books ahead so I know I won't have to wait to read the next one. Truly

a classic in graphic novels. A must in every collection. Trust me, try it and you will see that I am

right. Enjoy!! JC

DOES NOT GET ANY BETTER THAN PREACHER! Garth Ennis and Steve Dillon at their very

BEST; the whole series is amazing and by far the best comic I've read!I first read this when it came

out, and even bought the original graphic novels as they did too. But this set is worth buying the

series again essentially for the third time. The colors are beautiful, the weight of the books feel

perfect, and I love the feel of the pages.

Reads like a funny grindhouse westren. This story line is great and packed with action all the way

through. Its the second book in the series and has a ton of action. It is a fun read

So for a christmas gift, I ordered my buddy Preacher: Book 1, Book 2, and Volume 3. I wasn't aware

that these 'Books' are longer than the previously released TPBs so all of volume 3 was contained in

Book 2.If anyone is keeping score:Book One: issues 1-12Book Two: issues 13-26Volume 3: issues

18-26 took care of me though and I have Book Three on preorder to complete the gift

Most xcellent story

good

A little sacrilege never hurt...

Helped with understanding the plot of the TV showReally did like reading it
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